
SmartPost – Schedule your GP transaction posting to occur when you choose

Australia - United States 

Post Imports  
It does not matter how the batch transactions 
arrived in GP – they always need posting. If 
you have an integration scheduled for 10pm 
you can schedule SmartPost to post all those 
records when it is complete. So when you 
arrive the next day you know the records are 
both imported and posted. 

Manage Batches
Streamline your day to day posting process 
with SmartPost. Have users move completed 
transactions to specifically named batches 
and SmartPost will look after the posting 
process for the whole team. Use the ‘equals’, 
‘contains’, ‘begins with’ or ‘ends with’ 
functions to ensure users can maintain 
identifiable batch naming conventions and still 
trigger SmartPost.

No Slow Time
Why slow down your team by posting records 
during peak periods. Move all posting to after 
hours or to quiet times to ensure your team 
remains efficient. 

Email Results
SmartPost will email defined users the results 
of posting routines, including copies of 
posting journals and posting reports. 

Multi Company
Post transactions in as many databases as 
required. If you have a single import into 
multiple databases – the single SmartPost 
routine will post to all defined companies. 
When a posting schedule is triggered, in the 
background SmartPost does all the hard work 
of logging into each company, finding all the 
batches to post, posting them and then 
emailing reports.
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SmartPost automates the posting process in GP to fit with your 
business timeframes. Whether you import transactions via 
SmartConnect, manually key large volumes of data, or are simply tired 
of waiting until everyone goes home so you can post – SmartPost is 
the solution. SmartPost is configurable for your specific business and 
can post transactions across one or multiple GP databases.    

Make your whole team more efficient by posting transactions while 
you sleep.

“SmartPost saves up an unbelievable amount of time. We operate 114 Dynamic GP 
companies and use SmartConnect to import the bank file into each of the databases. To 
post these manually means logging into each company individually. SmartPost does all 
that work for us by posting the journals in every database at the same time” 
Sarah West
Administrator, SMG Group
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